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About
Hello! And thank you so much
for taking the time to find out
more
about
me
and
the
business writing services that I
offer.
I have a wealth of
and
an
endless
passion that I would
to help you, your
your organisation be
can be.

experience
supply
of
love to use
team, and
the best it
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My extensive business experience
MY BUSINESS EXPERIENCE SPANS
OVER 20 YEARS AND COVERS THE
TRANSFORMATIONAL AREAS OF:
GOVERNANCE
LEADERSHIP
STRATEGY
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
CULTURE
ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

I have worked with a full range of
organizations from multinational
Nasdaq listed firms to sole
proprietors, and in industries
including mining, education,
government, transport, childcare,
online marketing, professional
services and retail. For many of
these organizations I have
delivered a variety of governance,
strategy and performance and
organisational design services.

I AM NOW APPLYING MY EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND ENERGY TO
FREELANCE BUSINESS WRITING.

Why freelancing?
As a mother of two young children, I entered the world of
freelancing to get more flexibility and additional income to
support my family. I never could have imagined how rewarding
the adventure would have been.
I have built a network of amazing people who are all doing great
work. I have been able to help the design information and create
documents that add value to their work, their people and their
customers. Through freelance writing I have found my way to
make a real difference and to help people achieve their business
and personal goals.
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The Value I Deliver
FOR ME, THERE IS NOTHING
SADDER THAN TO SEE A
DOCUMENT CREATED AND
LEFT TO SIT ON THE SHELF.

I have been around long enough to
see so many documents written
and never be used again. In fact,
over my long career I have written
many of these myself! For me,
there is nothing sadder than to see
a document created and left to sit
on the shelf. Each one contains
people's valuable time and ideas
and so should be treated with the
respect it deserves.
That is where I come in.
My mission as a freelance writer is to
create documents:
That deliver clarity
That spur actions
That bring people together
That are grounded in evidence
That create a great legacy for
future team members and
stakeholders
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my approach
I TREAT EACH PERSON
READING THE DOCUMENT AS
EXACTLY THAT - A PERSON.
My approach is based on one
fundamental principle, that each
person reading the document is just
that – a person. They have their own
beliefs, experiences and expectations.
So to achieve the objective of
bringing people together, a humancentric model needs to be used in the
creation of documents as well. The
framework that I choose to use is the
Behaviour Cycle, borrowed from
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT).

THE BEHAVIOUR CYCLE
CBT is a sound and proven process to
help people move from negative
and limiting thoughts to positive and
optimistic approaches. When you
think of your toughest critic, this
is exactly the journey that you want to
take them on through the course of
your document. That is why I find this
model so useful. When you are
working with people, the result is
never certain, but The Behaviour Cycle
helps put people on the right path to
deliver a positive result.
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my approach Cont'd
EMOTIONS ARE THE THINGS THAT MAKE TAKE ACTION.
THE BEHAVIOUR CYCLE
Beliefs
Each reader starts their journey with a set of beliefs
and thoughts about the subject and what should be
done. Using evidence-based research and reputable
sources of information throughout the document is a
key practice to begin establishing a shared belief
system based on facts and proven methods.
Thoughts
The beliefs that a person has influences their thoughts
about how things currently are and what should be
done in the future. Grounding beliefs in scientific and
proven best practice helps direct thoughts to the
implementation of these. It is important at this stage
for the document to address any questions that may
arise in the mind of the reader to ensure the continuity
of their thought process.

Feelings
As this model shows. unless something stirs an emotion, then people will just not care
about it, and certainly won't be compelled to take action. Think about walking around an
art gallery. You only stop and look at those that stir some feeling, even if it is just curiosity.
This holds true in the world of business writing and is even more vital if the reader is going
to be asked to take some action. Without emotion, people will just not care about this
document, and it runs the risk of being a complete waste of time.
Actions
It is emotions that drive action. So, if you want action, then the reader needs to be left
feeling confident, curious and energized. Action is unlikely if they are left feeling
despondent and bored. In addition, making the actions required clear and specific is
essential to make it easy for them to move forward.
Results
The results of the document are, at the end of the day, out of my hands. It is not the
document that will deliver the intended outcomes but the leadership and support of the
people that commissioned it. Nevertheless, I can show you some great ways to get better
engagement with your document to help you realise the benefits of your investment.
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The 1st step - clarity

"BEFORE YOU ASK
WHAT YOU ARE GOING
TO DO, FIRST ASK
WHY."

One of the greatest benefits I seek to deliver for my clients is
to help them get really clear about:
·
The purpose of the document - why it is important, what
role will it serve and how will it be used?
The audience – who is this document being written for,
what do they believe and what do they care about?
The outcome – what action or result are you seeking from
this process?
I work with clients to get specific answers to these questions
to ensure the process and the resulting document are
meaningful and effective.
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The 2nd step - Structure
"DOCUMENTS ARE JOURNEYS OF THOUGHT. YOU
DON'T WANT TO LOSE PEOPLE ALONG THE WAY!"

Once there is clarity about
'why' this project is being
done, then the next important
step of my process is drafting a
structure to achieve this
purpose.
I invest time carefully crafting
an outline of the document
and collaborate with the
client to ensure the story told
will lead people towards the
desired destination of thought,
emotion and action.
Generally the document
outline covers the following:
Purpose
Audience
How we want the audience
to feel
Outcomes and Actions
Author Positioning
Style and tone
Length and Structure
Keywords (if relevant)
Repurpose ideas (if relevant)
Approval of the document
outline is a key milestone for
the writing project.
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recent projects
"IT IS MY GREATEST JOY
TO HELP CLIENTS ACHIEVE
THEIR GOALS."
Here is a summary of my recent projects.

Samples of these project deliverables can be provided on request
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testimonials
"Belinda is the most accommodating
management and technical writer I have
collaborated with. Her attention to
detail is second to none. I found Belinda to be
very professional, insightful, and results-driven.
Belinda was able to translate my white paper
requirements into a deliverable that captured
and presented all of the nuances of the topic. I
will not hesitate to collaborate with Belinda on
future projects."
"Belinda was an absolute pleasure to work
with. She is a fantastic writer, she took the
time to work with me to figure out exactly
what I wanted. Her story concept was
remarkable. I am going to hiring in her again
for all future projects and highly recommend
her."
"Belinda is excellent to work with! She
communicates promptly, is a diligent
researcher, and delivers exceptional work.
I couldn't have asked for a better writer for my
book. She was able to take material that
wasn't so good and utterly transform it into
something fantastic to read! Couldn't say
enough about her writing skills!"
"OMG I love you! You get me and my audience
so well!"

""BELINDA IS EXCELLENT TO
WORK WITH! SHE
COMMUNICATES PROMPTLY,
IS A DILIGENT RESEARCHER,
AND DELIVERS EXCEPTIONAL
WORK.

I COULDN'T HAVE ASKED FOR
A BETTER WRITER"

"Great partner to work with. Excellent
writer and communicator. Gets the job done.
Highly recommend."
"Belinda was absolutely amazing! She was
attentive, reliable, and collaborative - all traits
I look for when working with my professional
partners!"
"Excellent in delivering in time, Excellent
client communication and ability in following
the client guidance. Highly recommended".
"Fantastic writer, excellent with
communication and flexible with the service.
Would definitely rehire again. Thank you very
much!"
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perhaps i can help?

I would love to help you with your project.

Send me an email at:
belindatobin.com@gmail.com
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not sure
how to get
started?
DON'T BE SHY! E-MAIL ME AT
BELINDATOBIN.COM@GMAIL.COM
I HAVE SOME QUESTIONS YOU CAN USE
TO GET YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK.

